
Healing & Harmful Energies 
 Einstein’s theory E=mc² basically states that all matter is energy.  This energy 
has frequencies that can be measured. If matter is energy then it follows that our 
bodies consist of energy.  Human beings can be described as frequency 
generators and receivers. Our senses of taste, touch, hearing, smell and vision 
exist to decode vibrations in order for us to make sense of our world.  Everything 
is energy. 

 There are different types of energy, but the energy we are most familiar with is 
electro-magnetic energy which is classified using the electro-magnetic spectrum.  
The spectrum ranges (according to wavelength or frequency) from radio waves to 
microwaves, infrared, visible light, ultra violet, x-rays, and gamma rays at the 
other end of the spectrum.  The frequency is measured in cycles per second 
(which is called a hertz). 

 Radiation (another name for energy) is generated by our sun, and other 
phenomena out there in the universe.  Much of this radiation is deadly to living 
things but the Earth’s unique atmosphere and magnetic fields absorb and deflect 
the radiation which is harmful to life. 

                                                Electro-magnetic Spectrum 

                                                                

    
                          Natural Healing Energy – The Geomagnetic Field 

The Earth has a spinning core of molten nickel and iron that generates an 
electro-magnetic field. In fact, it is an enormous battery that is continually 
replenished by solar radiation, lightning and heat from deep in its molten core.  It 
creates the electrical energy essential for all living things.  Our physical contact 
with the Earth’s surface transfers a natural electrical signal to the body and this 
energy maintains the order of our own bodily frequencies.  We live and function 
electrically on an electrical planet.  The trillions of cells in our bodies constantly 
transmit and receive energy in the course of their biochemical reactions.  
Basically, each cell is like a microscopic electrical machine.  The movement of 
water and nutrients into the cell is regulated by electric fields and each type of 
cell has a frequency range in which it operates.  Every single movement, action,  
and thought is generated from electrical energy. 
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 As a result of the electrical energy generated by the spinning core, a magnetic 
field is created around the planet.  

                                                   Earths Magnetic Field 

                                                     

The intense energy of the sun distorts this magnetic field into a unique structure 
called the ‘magnetosphere’.  The sun continually emits a solar wind comprised of 
high energy atomic particles that travel through space crashing into the outer 
layer of the magnetic field compressing it until its energy matches that of the solar 
wind.  On the side away from the sun, the magnetic field is drawn out into a long 
‘magnetotail’ stretching away from Earth and far into space. 

                                                            The Magnetosphere 

                                                               

 It is this structure that protects life on Earth from deadly ionising radiation by 
absorbing it into the atmosphere or deflecting it away from the planet.  Whilst the 
Earth rotates on a day/night cycle, the magnetosphere does not rotate, it remains 
fixed in space.  As a result, any given spot on the Earth’s surface is in a 
constantly changing magnetic field.  It is the daily rise and fall in strength of this 
field that causes the biological rhythms. 

                       Natural Healing Energy – The Schumann Resonance 

The Earth’s surface and the upper part of the atmosphere known as the 
ionosphere form a natural resonant cavity which creates a phenomenon known 
as the Schumann Resonance.  The energy that creates the Schumann 
frequencies comes from lightning strikes (some 40 million per day around the 
world) created as a result of the interaction between the energy of the solar wind 
and the energy of the magnetic field.  This causes the cavity to vibrate or 
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resonate at frequencies in the ELF (extra low frequency) range.  The lightning 
creates electromagnetic waves that travel around the globe at the speed of light, 
circumnavigating the planet on average 7.83 times per second.  A person stood 
at any point on the planet will experience both the high frequency 
electromagnetic signals from the lightning and the ELF pulsations generated by 
the atmospheric standing waves. 

                                                    Schumann Resonance Cavity 

                                                                     

The high frequency waves are reflected from the ionosphere back to Earth and 
back to the ionosphere (this is the basis for long distance radio communication). 

 

 As electromagnetic waves, the low frequency micropulsations can be detected 
as either electric or magnetic fields, the average frequency being between 7-10 
hz which corresponds with the alpha brainwave state.  

                                                   

   Rhythms of terrestrial and extra terrestrial origin including the moon with its 
gravitational pull alter the height of the Schumann cavity which has the effect of 
altering the frequency range to between 1 and 40 hz.  Schumann resonance 
provides the link between solar, lunar, planetary and other celestial rhythms and 
the human physiology. 
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 Scientists believe that it was the combination of these two unique phenomena 
namely the geomagnetic field and the Schumann Resonance that enabled the 
spark of life to be ignited.  The extra low frequency of 10 hz that was pulsing on 
Earth was sufficient to bring together chemicals such as amino acids to form the 
proteins from which all living organisms have developed.  It has only been 
possible for evolution to continue on Earth because of these unique phenomena, 
together they provide both a protective shield from the damaging electromagnetic 
radiation of the sun and universe, and they generate many other frequencies to 
which we are all attuned. 

 A scientific study was carried out (Wever) whereby people were deprived of the 
outside changes in light, temperature and sound and they were shielded from the 
natural electromagnetic  frequencies.  Within a short space of time their 
biorhythms had become totally desynchronised, and they experienced symptoms 
such as emotional distress and headaches.  When the Schumann frequencies 
were introduced their normal patterns and behaviour were dramatically restored. 

                      Harmful Energy - Artificial Electricity and Radiation 

Just over 100 years ago the Alternating Current electrical system was developed. 
The system operates at 50 – 60 hz, frequencies that are not naturally present in 
the EM spectrum of the Earth.  Since that time huge advances have been made 
to create and harness electrical power in order to serve the purposes of science, 
medicine, warfare, defence, industry, communications and consumerism.  We are 
now able to generate and manipulate a vast array of artificially created 
electromagnetic forces beneath the protective shield of Earth’s geomagnetic 
field.  This means that we are surrounded by a sea of invisible and unnatural 
radiation to which our bodies have not evolved to exist with. In fact it is estimated 
that the electromagnetic radiation on our planet is 100 million times the levels that 
our grandparents would have experienced. It is polluting our environment and our 
bodies on a massive scale. Evolution to environmental change takes place over 
many thousands of years and the question is whether we can successfully adapt 
to the dramatic change in our environment.  It is no coincidence that chronic and 
degenerative disease, particularly within advanced cultures has reached 
unprecedented levels. 

                                   Effects of manmade radiation on the body 

The body is approximately 75% water and water conducts electricity.  The body 
and it’s individual cells also act as antennae that will pick up the electrical fields to 
which it is exposed and the accompanying magnetic field is absorbed entirely. 
Exposure to artificial fields can disrupt the internal electrical circuits and will 
interact with magnetic metals in the body (iron and magnetite) and charged 
particles in the blood that create adverse health conditions (check out ‘Rouleaux 
Effect’ on the following link).  http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=6mEPAwUKiss  

 Over exposure to artificial electromagnetic fields can cause many physiological 
effects including the following: 
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1. Cells get overwhelmed by messages from inside and outside the body.      
Resonances are exerted on cell receptors which can have a damaging 
effect on biochemistry and gene expression. 

2. Cell membranes can be ruptured, releasing calcium from the cell and 
altering the way calcium ions bind to the surface of the cell membrane 
(particularly affecting cell messaging in the brain). 

3. Chemicals leaking from ruptured cells damage cellular DNA. 
4. Normal cell division can be disrupted. 
5. Oxidative stress can further damage DNA and other physical processes. 
6. The body is placed under chronic stress causing disturbance to the 

sympathetic nervous system and creating elevated cortisol levels. 
7. Excessive use of mobile phones when making calls causes heating of the 

brain which can lead to tumour formation. 

 The overall effects to health are wide and varied but areas particularly affected 
are the heart, brain & nervous system, endocrine system and the immune 
system. 

We now live in a technological age, it is all around us and advancements in this 
field continue to develop.  It is therefore increasingly difficult to go about our daily 
lives without some degree of exposure to these artificial and potentially damaging 
energies.  We can however take measures to protect ourselves and our families 
through becoming educated about the subject, minimizing our exposure through 
sensible use of these technologies, and protecting ourselves through the use of 
blocking devices and techniques and by maintaining a healthy lifestyle through 
good nutrition and by keeping the natural energy systems of the body 
flowing correctly.  

Below is a thermal image of the head, the image on the left is with no exposure to 
cell phone radiation.  The image on the right is taken after a 15 minute phone 
call.  The yellow and red areas show how the head has been heated, this can 
cause negative health effects and is a clear example of why  we need to use the 
technology cautiously. 
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